ASTPACT. A characterization of quasi r*-invariant measures on metric topological semigroups is obtained by showing that their support has a left group structure thus generalizing previously known results for relatively r*-invariant measures and the tcpo-algebraic structure of their support.
INTRODUCTION.
Two interesting characterizations of absolute continuity of a Radon measure W with respect to a right Haar measure on a locally compact group S is the continuity of x+(Kx) for all compact K and also the condition . 6 << for all xeS, 6 the point-mass at x, One is tempted to replace k with U in (1.1) to obtain thus a measure U io n ou o e o ouex oontino (o. [] a [3] Following [2] and [3] we define a non-negative, inner regular, locally finite Radon measure on a semitopological semigroup S to be quasi r*-invariant if in addition to (1.2), the companion condition <<* for all x x, also holds. Similarly one defines quasi l*-invariant measures using << 6 x* for all xeS and its "companion" condition i.e. the "nuiva- We conjecture that one can dispense with the rather unnatural condition (c). Observe that in (b) and (c) we only need S to be T 2 semitopogical (with the tx'S closed).
